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Ukraine in the Crossfire Chris Kaspar de Ploeg 2017-04-05 Ukraine is embroiled in a bloody civil
war. Both sides stand accused of collaborating with fascists, of committing war crimes, of
serving foreign interests. This proxy-war between Russia and the West was accompanied by a
fierce information war. This book separates fact from fiction with extensive and reliable
documentation. While remaining critical of Russia and the Donbass rebellion, De Ploeg
demonstrates that many of the recent disasters can be traced to Ukrainian ultranationalists, prowestern political elites and their European and North-American backers. Ukraine in the
Crossfire tackles the importance of ultranationalist violence during and after the EuroMaidan
movement, and documents how many of these groups are heirs to former nazi-collaborators. It
shows how the Ukrainian state has seized on the ultranationalist war-rhetoric to serve its own
agenda, clamping down on civil liberties on a scale unprecedented since Ukrainian
independence. De Ploeg argues that Kiev itself has been the biggest obstacle to peace in
Donbass, with multiple leaks suggesting that US officials are pushing for a pro-war line in
Ukraine. With the nation ́s eyes turned towards Russia, the EU and IMF have successfully
pressured Ukraine into adopting far-reaching austerity programs, while oligarchic looting of
state assets and massive tax-avoidance facilitated by western states continue unabated. De Ploeg
documents the local roots of the Donbass rebellion, the overwhelming popularity of Crimea's
secession, and shows that support for Ukraine's pro-western turn remains far from unanimous,
with large swathes of Ukraine's Russophone population opting out of the political process.
Nevertheless, De Ploeg argues, the pro-Western and pro-Russian camps are often similar:
neoliberal, authoritarian, nationalist and heavily dependent on foreign support. In a wider
exploration of Russo-Western relations, he examines similarities between the contemporary
Russian state and its NATO counterparts, showing how the two power blocs have collaborated in
some of their worst violent excesses. A far cry from civilizational or ideological clashes, De Ploeg
argues that the current tensions flow from NATO ́s military dominance and aggressive posture,
both globally and within eastern Europe, where Russia seeks to preserve the status-quo. Packed
with shocking facts, deftly moving from the local to the international, from the historical to the
recent; De Ploeg connects the dots.
Ukraine's Orange Revolution Andrew Wilson 2006-01-12 The remarkable popular protest in Kiev
and across Ukraine following the cooked presidential election of November 2004 has
transformed the politics of eastern Europe. Andrew Wilson witnessed the events firsthand and
here looks behind the headlines to ascertain what really happened and how it will affect the
future of the region. It is a dramatic story: an outgoing president implicated via secret taperecordings in corruption and murder; a shadowy world of political cheats and manipulators; the
massive covert involvement of Putinâ€™s Russia; the poisoning of the opposition challenger; and
finally the mass protest of half a million Ukrainians that forced a second poll and the victory of
Viktor Yushchenko. As well as giving an account of the election and its aftermath, the book
examines the broader implications of the Orange Revolution and of Russiaâ€™s serious
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miscalculation of its level of influence. It explores the likely chain reaction in Moldova, Belarus,
and the nervous autocracies of the Caucasus, and points to a historical transformation of the
geopolitics of Eurasia.
Turkey-Ukraine Relations: High Potential, Low Voltage Habibe Özdal 2011-12-01 With its
strategic location of the existing power lines and economic potential, Ukraine, as one of the most
important countries of Eastern Europe, is one of the pilot countries with which Turkey aims to
develop its relations in an ‘exemplary manner’. Besides, since Ankara and Kiev, share common
values and priorities within the framework of preserving stability in the region, the Black Sea
neighborhood adds another dimension to bilateral relations. With the High-Level Strategic
Council founded in May 2010, it is aimed to improve political and economic relations. Moreover
with visa exemption agreement, which is going to be signed in December 2011, will not only
increase tourism activities but also expected to intensify the mutual inter-communal relations.
Even though there is a consensus on accelerating existing relations in which high level visits
frequently occur, the effective potential is not available yet due to differences in political
agendas. This has both structural and cyclical reasons. In this study, before proceeding to the
analysis of Turkey-Ukraine relations, Ukraine’s economic structure and political process is going
to be evaluated in a comprehensive way, for better understanding of the Ukraine politics as well
as bilateral relations.
Jahrbuch Migration und Gesellschaft / Yearbook Migration and Society 2020/2021 Hans
Karl Peterlini 2021-06-30 Migration is not a state of emergency, but a basic existential
experience of humanity. It shapes contemporary societies by challenging established orders,
creating transnational spaces beyond national hegemonies, creating new economies, influencing
urban and communal ways of life, making inequality and precariousness visible locally and
globally. Migration research as a social science does not narrow the focus to 'the migrants', but
investigates the conditions for living together and shaping life between ethnicization and
pluralization, discrimination and empowerment, division and participation. The Yearbook
Migration and Society repeatedly turns the prism of narrative anew. The 2020/2021 edition
focuses on the topic "Beyond Borders".
Contemporary Ukraine on the Cultural Map of Europe Larissa M. L. Zaleska Onyshkevych
2014-12-18 The concept of a 'return to Europe' has been integral to the movement for Ukrainian
national rebirth since the nineteenth century. While the goal of a more fully reformed politics
remains elusive, numerous expressions of Ukrainian culture continue to develop in the European
spirit. This wide-ranging book explores Ukraine's European cultural connection, especially as it
has been reestablished since the country achieved independence in 1991. The contributors
discusses many aspects of Ukraine's contemporary culture - history, politics, and religion in Part
I; literary culture in Part II; and language, popular culture, and the arts in Part III. What
emerges is a fascinating picture of a young country grappling with its divided past and its
colonial heritage, yet asserting its voice and preferences amid the diverse and at times
conflicting realities of the contemporary political scene. Europe becomes a powerful point of
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reference, a measure against which the situation in post-independence Ukraine is gouged and
debated. This framework allows for a better understanding of the complexities deeply ingrained
in the social fabric of Ukrainian society.
European Mennonites and the Holocaust Mark Jantzen 2021-01-26 European Mennonites and
the Holocaust is one of the first books to examine Mennonite involvement in the Holocaust,
sometimes as rescuers but more often as killers, accomplices, beneficiaries, and bystanders.
Law and Practice of International Arbitration in the CIS Region Kaj Hober 2016-04-24 The
former Soviet republics of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) generate a significant
and growing amount of work for the major Western and CIS regional international arbitral
institutions. This book, a country-by-country analysis of regulation and practice of international
arbitration in ten CIS jurisdictions, offers the first comprehensive review of commercial
arbitration in the region. It also analyses notable developments in the use of arbitration
mechanisms contained in bilateral and multilateral investment treaties affecting the region. The
book provides not only a detailed analysis of the law, but also insight from local practitioners
into the culture of arbitration and how the law is applied in each jurisdiction. Jurisdictions
covered include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. In addition to detailed discussion of the particular
features of arbitral practice in each jurisdiction, contributions cover the following issues and
topics: • arbitrability of disputes and public policy; • arbitral procedure; • recognition and
enforcement of commercial and investor-state arbitration awards; • implementation of the
UNCITRAL Model Law and other instruments affecting arbitral practice and procedure; •
statistics from key arbitration institutions; • adherence to the ICSID, New York and key regional
conventions relevant to arbitration; • relevant regulations, cases as well as applicable bilateral
investment treaties; • law and practice related to investor-state arbitration; and • role of the
Court of the Eurasian Economic Union. An informative introductory chapter provides detailed
discussion and analysis of historic and current trends affecting arbitration practice among the
CIS countries, including the role of regional conventions relatively unknown in the West. As a
comprehensive overview of international arbitration in this burgeoning region, this book has no
peers. It is sure to be highly valued and used by lawyers, arbitrators, and academics concerned
with alternative dispute resolution, as well as by arbitration institutions, companies, states, and
individuals engaged in arbitration.
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in Russia and Former USSR States
Roman Zykov 2021-04-22 The 15 sovereign states that emerged from the dissolution of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in 1991, having all adopted the New York Convention
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, today are drawing increasing
attention from international law firms and global arbitral institutions. This book, compiled under
the editorship of the Secretary General of the Russian Arbitration Association, is the first fullscale commentary in English on the application of the New York Convention in Russia and the
other 14 former USSR states, with attention also to the various relevant national laws and
procedures. A total of 71 contributors, all leading experts on arbitration and litigation in the
covered jurisdictions, provide in-depth research encompassing the following approaches: articleby-article commentary on the New York Convention with emphasis on the practice of Russian
state commercial (arbitrazh) courts; commentary on the relevant provisions of the Russian
International Commercial Arbitration Law and the Code of Commercial Procedure; analysis of
law and practice on setting aside, recognition, and enforcement of arbitral awards in all nonRussian former USSR states, state by state, written by experts in each jurisdiction; and a unique
statistical study of all international commercial arbitration cases under the New York Convention
conducted in Russia between 2008 and 2019, showing which grounds of the New York
Convention are widely used by the Russian courts in different instances. With this detailed
information, practitioners will be able to understand how judicial developments in the covered
jurisdictions have impacted the enforceability of arbitral awards, and how parties can take steps
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to ensure that they secure enforceable awards. In addition, they will clearly discern the
enforcement track record for arbitral awards in Russia and former USSR states and how each
jurisdiction treats enforcement applications, greatly clarifying decisions on choices by parties
and determination of seat of arbitration. Because this book makes arbitration law and procedure
in Russia and the former USSR states accessible for the first time in English – thus assisting
evaluation of prospects of enforcing foreign arbitral awards in that part of the world – it will be
warmly welcomed by in-house counsel, arbitrators, arbitral institutes, judges, researchers, and
academics focused on international arbitration.
From “the Ukraine” to Ukraine Matthew Kasianov, Georgiy Minakov, Mykhailo Rojansky
2021-05-11 The contributors to this collection explore the multidimensional transformation of
independent Ukraine and deal with her politics, society, private sector, identity, arts, religions,
media, and democracy. Each chapter reflects the up-to-date research in its sub-discipline, is
styled for use in seminars, and includes a bibliography as well as a recommended reading list.
These studies illustrate the deep changes, yet, at the same time, staggering continuity in
Ukraine’s post-Soviet development as well as various counter-reactions to it. All nine chapters
are jointly written by two co-authors, one Ukrainian and one Western, who respond here to
recent needs in international higher education. The volume’s contributors include, apart from
the editors: Margarita M. Balmaceda (Seton Hall University), Oksana Barshynova (Ukrainian
National Arts Museum), Tymofii Brik (Kyiv School of Economics), José Casanova (Georgetown
University), Diana Dutsyk (Kyiv-Mohyla Academy), Marta Dyczok (University of Western
Ontario), Hennadii Korzhov (Kyiv Polytechnic Institute), Serhiy Kudelia (Baylor University), Pavlo
Kutuev (Kyiv Polytechnic Institute), Olena Martynyuk (Columbia University), Oksana Mikheieva
(Ukrainian Catholic University), Tymofii Mylovanov (University of Pittsburgh), Andrian Prokip
(Ukrainian Institute for the Future), Oxana Shevel (Tufts University), Ilona Sologoub (Kyiv
School of Economics), Maksym Yenin (Kyiv Polytechnic Institute), and Yuliya Yurchenko
(University of Greenwich).
Ukraine Andrìj Tičina 2019
UA Hanna Shelest 2021
Democracy Promotion in the EU’s Neighbourhood Sandra Lavenex 2013-09-13 EU external
democracy promotion has traditionally been based on ‘linkage’, i.e. bottom-up support for
democratic forces in third countries, and ‘leverage’, i.e. the top-down inducement of political
elites towards democratic reforms through political conditionality. The advent of the European
Neighbourhood Policy and new forms of association have introduced a new, third model of
democracy promotion which rests in functional cooperation between administrations. This
volume comparatively defines and assesses these three models of external democracy promotion
in the EU’s relations with its eastern and southern neighbours. It argues that while ‘linkage’ has
hitherto failed to produce tangible outcomes, and the success of ‘leverage’ has basically been
tied to an EU membership perspective, the ‘governance’ model of democracy promotion bears
greater potential beyond the circle of candidate countries. This third approach, while not
tackling the core institutions of the political system as such, but rather promoting transparency,
accountability, and participation at the level of state administration, may turn out to remain the
EU’s most tangible form of democratic governance promotion in the future. This book was
originally published as a special issue of Democratization.
The Ukraine Conflict Derek Averre 2018-10-19 It is not hyperbole to suggest that the
foundations of post-cold war security in Europe have been badly damaged by the conflict in
Ukraine since 2014. Russia’s annexation of Crimea and intervention in eastern Ukraine appear
to have created a ‘simmering’ conflict, which may take years to resolve and have profound
consequences for the European security environment. This volume explores the various political,
economic and social aspects of these profound changes and their wider significance for Europe,
bringing together contributions by scholars from across the continent and in various disciplinary
fields to offer an authoritative, in-depth examination of the complex causes of the Ukraine crisis
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and the consequences for Ukrainian statehood, Ukraine’s relations with Russia, Russia’s own
domestic governance and Russia’s relations with Europe. This book was originally published as a
special issue of Europe-Asia Studies.
Russia–EU Relations and the Common Neighborhood Irina Busygina 2017-07-20 Examining
Russia–EU relations in terms of the forms and types of power tools they use, this book argues
that the deteriorating relations between Russia and the EU lie in the deep differences in their
preferences for the international status quo. These different approaches, combined with
economic interdependence and geographic proximity, means both parties experience significant
difficulties in shaping strategy and formulating agendas with regards to each other. The Russian
leadership is well aware of the EU’s "authority orientation" but fails to reliably predict foreign
policy at the EU level, whilst the EU realizes Russia’s "coercive orientation" in general, but
cannot predict when and where coercive tools will be used next. Russia is gradually realizing the
importance of authority, while the EU sees the necessity of coercion tools for coping with certain
challenges. The learning process is ongoing but the basic distinction remains unchanged and so
their approaches cannot be reconciled as long as both actors exist in their current form. Using a
theoretical framework and case studies including Belarus, Georgia and Ukraine, Busygina
examines the possibilities and constraints that arise when the "power of authority" and the
"power of coercion" interact with each other, and how this interaction affects third parties.
Green Finance and Investment Inventory of Energy Subsidies in the EU's Eastern Partnership
Countries OECD 2018-06-04 This publication aims to provide the first comprehensive and
consistent record of energy subsidies in the EaP region, with a view to improving transparency
and establishing a solid analytical basis that can help build the case for further reforms in these
countries.
Revolution and War in Contemporary Ukraine Olga Bertelsen 2016-10-01 What are the
reasons behind, and trajectories of, the rapid cultural changes in Ukraine since 2013? This
volume highlights: the role of the Revolution of Dignity and the Russian-Ukrainian war in the
formation of Ukrainian civil society; the forms of warfare waged by Moscow against Kyiv,
including information and religious wars; Ukrainian and Russian identities and cultural
realignment; sources of destabilization in Ukraine and beyond; memory politics and Russian
foreign policies; the Kremlin’s geopolitical goals in its 'near abroad'; and factors determining
Ukraine’s future and survival in a state of war. The studies included in this collection illuminate
the growing gap between the political and social systems of Ukraine and Russia. The anthology
illustrates how the Ukrainian revolution of 2013–2014, Russia’s annexation of the Crimean
peninsula, and its invasion of eastern Ukraine have altered the post-Cold War political landscape
and, with it, the regional and global power and security dynamics.
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Building Innovations Volodymyr
Onyshchenko 2020-06-13 This book gathers the latest advances, innovations, and applications in
the field of building design and construction, by focusing on new design solutions for buildings
and new technologies creation for construction, as presented by researchers and engineers at
the 2nd International Conference Building Innovations (ICBI), held in Poltava – Baku, Ukraine –
Azerbaijan, on May 23-24, 2019. It covers highly diverse topics, including structures operation,
repairing and thermal modernization in existing buildings and urban planning features,
machines and mechanisms for construction, as well as efficient economy and energy
conservation issues in construction. The contributions, which were selected by means of a
rigorous international peer-review process, highlight numerous exciting ideas that will spur
novel research directions and foster multidisciplinary collaborations.
Reforming Civil-Military Relations in New Democracies Aurel Croissant 2017-03-20 This book
addresses the challenge of reforming defense and military policy-making in newly democratized
nations. By tracing the development of civil-military relations in various new democracies from a
comparative perspective, it links two bodies of scholarship that thus far have remained largely
separate: the study of emerging (or failed) civilian control over armed forces on the one hand;
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and work on the roots and causes of military effectiveness to guarantee the protection and
security of citizens on the other. The empirical and theoretical findings presented here will
appeal to scholars of civil-military relations, democratization and security issues, as well as to
defense policy-makers.
Nations in Transit 2010 Freedom House 2010-11-16 Since 1995, the Nations in Transit series
has monitored the status of democratic change from Central Europe to Eurasia and pinpointed
for policymakers, researchers, journalists, and democracy advocates alike the greatest reform
challenges and reform opportunities facing the countries and territories that make up this vast
geographic space. Covering 29 countries and administrative areas, Nations in Transit 2010
provides comparative ratings and in-depth analysis of electoral processes, civil society,
independent media, national democratic governance, local democratic governance, judicial
framework & independence, and corruption. Freedom House—which for more than a quarter
century has rated global political rights and civil liberties in its benchmark Freedom in the World
surveys—has developed a ratings system that allows for comparative analysis of reforms.
Nations in Transit findings have drawn important linkages between democratic accountability,
good governance, and the rule of law. In doing so it has made clear the essential nature of all
these elements to the development of stable, free, and prosperous societies. The results are
incisive, authoritative, and comprehensive.
Investing in Russia, the Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania and Kazakhstan Gil Feiler 2007 This is
the first comprehensive informational database of the major political, economic, and legal issues
that organizations worldwide need to know about in order to do business in Russia and
surrounding countries. The text summarizes the major economic developments in this dynamic
region, provides accurate and up-to-date sources on business legislation, and gives crucial
practical advice to business people and foreign investors. Using local as well as international
sources, each country text provides detailed information on: --- the best business opportunities
and sectors --- legal issues relevant to trade and business activities, including franchising --investment laws, the judiciary, labor law, taxation, IPR laws, currency and banking, and business
partnership opportunities --- contact details of government offices, business associations,
calendars of business events, etc. While the energy sector holds a global significance and tops
the international business communities' investment priorities, especially in Russia and
Kazakhstan, economic dynamism has been demonstrated over the last decade in all these
countries, and there are substantial business opportunities in all economic sectors. The book is
written by an economics analyst with a proven track record in providing business information,
and a corporate lawyer with extensive experience of engaging at a contractual level with
business and government organizations in these countries. It is essential reading for all those
involved in legal, business, investment, and political decision-making.
Ukraine Investment and Business Guide Volume 1 Strategic and Practical Information Inc Ibp
2015-06-22 Ukraine Investment and Business Guide Volume 1 Strategic and Practical
Information
Language Policy and Discourse on Languages in Ukraine Under President Viktor
Yanukovych Michael Moser 2014-04-15 Declared the country's official language in 1996,
Ukrainian has weathered constant challenges by post-Soviet political forces promoting Russian.
Michael Moser provides the definitive account of the policies and ethno-political dynamics
underlying this unique cultural struggle.
Corporate Governance in Emerging Markets Sabri Boubaker 2014-04-01 This book fills the
gap between theories and practices of corporate governance in emerging markets by providing
the reader with an in-depth understanding of governance mechanisms, practices and cases in
these markets. It is an invaluable resource not only for academic researchers and graduate
students in law, economics, management and finance but also for people practicing governance
such as lawmakers, policymakers and international organizations promoting best governance
practices in emerging countries. Investors can benefit from this book to better understand of
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these markets and to make judicious investment decisions.
Legal Responses to Football Hooliganism in Europe Anastassia Tsoukala 2016-04-21 This
book brings together a number of perspectives on how different European states have responded
to the phenomenon of football crowd disorder and violence, or “hooliganism”. It applies a
comparative legal approach, with a particular focus on civil and human rights, to analyze
domestic legislation, policing and judicial responses to the problem of “football hooliganism” in
Europe. Academics and legal professionals from eight different European countries introduce
and analyze the different approaches and draw together common themes and problems from
their various jurisdictions. They offer insights into the interactions between (domestic)
politicians, law enforcers and sports authorities. The book is important reading for scholars and
practitioners in the fields of law, sports law, sociology and criminology, and for all those
concerned with questions of law enforcement and human rights. While it perfectly fits the
curriculum for postgraduate studies in the fields mentioned, it is also highly recommended as
secondary reading for undergraduate students. Dr. Anastassia Tsoukala is tenured Associate
Professor at the University of Paris XI, France. Dr. Geoff Pearson is Senior Lecturer in Criminal
Law at the University of Manchester’s Law School, Manchester, United Kingdom. Dr. Peter
Coenen was Assistant Professor of Law at Maastricht University in the Netherlands.
Digital Eastern Europe William Schreiber 2015-05-05 Part One: e-Governance and
Cybersecurity. Part Two: Ukraine 2014: The Crisis Online. Part three: Separatism and De Facto
States Online. Part Four: Democracy and Authoritarianism Online. Part Five: Digital Diplomacy
The War in Ukraine’s Donbas David R. Marples 2021-12-21 This collective work analyzes the
ongoing conflict in Ukraine, providing a coherent picture of Ukraine and Eastern Europe in the
period 2013–2020. Giving voice to different social groups, scholarly communities and agencies
relevant to Ukraine’s recent history, The War in Ukraine's Donbas goes beyond simplistic media
interpretations that limit the analysis to Vladimir Putin and Russian aims to annex Ukraine.
Instead, the authors identify the deeper roots linked to the autonomy and history of Donbas as a
region. The contributions explore local society and traditions and the alienation from Ukraine
caused by the events of Euromaidan, which saw the removal of the Donetsk-based president
Viktor Yanukovych. Other chapters address the refugee crisis, the Minsk Accords in 2014 and
the impact of the new president Volodymyr Zelensky and his efforts to bring the war to an end
by negotiations among Russia, Ukraine, France, and Germany. The book concludes with four
proposals for a durable peace in Donbas: territorial power-sharing; the conversion of rebels into
legitimate political parties; amnesty for all participants of the armed conflict; and a transitional
period of several years until political institutions are fully re-established.
Equidosimetry F. Bréchignac 2007-05-22 Considerable experience with radioecological and
related ecological research on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems has been achieved, especially
after the Chernobyl accident. The combined effects of the radiation, chemical and biological
factors, after a contamination of the environment and during its remediation have shown an
interactive complexity that highlights the need for equidosimetrical evaluations of the influence
of the various stressors and the need for their ecological normalization. In radioecology and
radiation protection, methods of radiation dosimetry are key for dose assessment. It is therefore
highly desirable to develop a clear theoretical approach as well as a practical method of
equidosimetry that would allow for an ecological normalization of the different stressors in
unified uniform units, especially for comparison purposes.
Three Revolutions: Mobilization and Change in Contemporary Ukraine I Pawel Mink,
Georges Reichardt, Iwona Kowal 2019-10-31 Volume One of Three Revolutions presents the
overall research and discussions on topics related to the revolutionary events that have unfolded
in Ukraine since 1990. The three revolutions referred to in this project include: the Revolution
on Granite (1990); the Orange Revolution (2004–2005); and the Euromaidan Revolution
(2013–2014). The project’s overall goal was to determine the extent to which we have the right
to use the term “revolution” in relation to these events. Moreover, the research also uncovered
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the methodological problems associated with this task. Lastly, the project investigated to what
extent the three revolutions are connected to each other and to what extent they are detached.
Hence, the research in this volume not only discusses the theoretical aspects but also provides
new analyses on such issues as religion, memory, and identity in Ukraine.
Ukraine Over the Edge Gordon M. Hahn 2017-12-31 "It was not only Ukraine that went over the
edge in 2014, but the whole European security system disintegrated, while a 'new cold war'
chills relations between the great powers. In this masterful study, Gordon Hahn examines how
Ukraine's internal divisions combined with external lines of fragmentation to create an explosive
mix, which in turn intensified domestic conflicts. The result is an internationalized civil conflict,
with catastrophic consequences for Ukraine and the world. Hahn is one of the few scholars with
the knowledge and discernment to make sense of it all. His impressively well-researched and
well-written book is essential reading."--Richard Sakwa, University of Kent "This impressively
researched and strongly argued book is an essential corrective to the myths that have been
generated concerning the crisis in Ukraine, and an essential warning against a continuation of
the frivolous and dangerous policies of regime change adopted by the West after the end of the
Cold War."--Anatol Lieven, Professor, Georgetown University in Qatar and author of Ukraine and
Russia, A Fraternal Rivalry "Ukraine Over the Edge is a rigorous analysis of the cultural,
historical, and intellectual origins of the Ukrainian crisis. While stressing that blame for the
latest phase of this crisis is shared all around, Hahn traces its domestic origins to the militancy
of the opposition to president Yanukovych, and its international origins to NATO expansion,
which he regards as militarized democracy-promotion. The result is both a sophisticated,
multilevel analysis of how and why Ukraine emerged as the key hotspot in East-West relations,
and an indispensable guide for those wishing to understand the origins of the New Cold War."-Nicolai N. Petro, Silvia-Chandley Professor of Peace Studies and Nonviolence, University of
Rhode Island "Ukraine Over the Edge is a very useful contribution to understanding origins and
key developments of the crisis in this important European and post-Soviet country. Gordon M.
Hahn challenges simplistic and often misleading narratives by the media and politicians and
provides a corroboration that the Maidan massacre was a false flag mass killing."--Ivan
Katchanovski, University of Ottawa. The Ukrainian crisis that dominated headlines in fall 2013
was decades in the making. Two great schisms shaped events: one lay within Ukraine itself, with
its western and southeastern parts divided along cultural and political lines; the other, at the
international level, was driven by geopolitical factors real and perceived. Competition for
Ukraine between Russia and the West--epitomized by NATO and EU expansion to Russia's
borders--exacerbated Ukraine's internal divisions. This study focuses on the historical
background and complex causality of the crisis, from the rise of the mass demonstrations on
Kiev's Maidan Nezalezhnosti (Independence Square) to the making of the post-revolt regime. In
the context of a "new cold war," the author sheds new light on the role of radical Ukrainian
nationalists and neofascists in the February 2014 snipers' massacre, the ouster of President
Viktor Yanukovych and Russia's seizure of Crimea and involvement in the civil war in the eastern
region of Donbass.
Awesome Digital Ukraine Glib Buryak 2019
The Europa World Year: Kazakhstan - Zimbabwe 2004
Varieties of Capitalism in Post-Communist Countries D. Lane 2016-01-23 This book sets the
experiences of former communist countries as they head towards capitalism against the
'varieties of capitalism' paradigm, and provides a framework for comparing transformation
processes, demonstrating how differing heritages of communist and pre-communist pasts are
leading to different kinds of capitalist economies.
ITJEMAST 13(2) 2022 Research Articles 2022-02-01 2022 Research papers froim ITJEMAST
(https://tuengr.com/Vol13-2.html) Organization Risk Management of the Machine-building
Complex Applying System Theory to Building Quality Culture Model in Higher Education
Institution Ethical Aspects of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) How
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Sustainable Human Resource Management Practices Can Increase Intention to Stay Through
Organisational Justice and Employee Engagement Identification and Pyramid of QTLs for Rice
Grain Size Based on Short-Wide Grain CSSL-Z436 Seven SSSLs & Eight DSSLs A Review of
Authentic Leadership and Workplace Spirituality & Campus Sustainability in Educational
Institutions Prediction of the Shear Behavior of Reinforced Concrete Deep beam Strengthened
by Transverse External Post-tension using Finite Element Method Design of Solar Power Plant
for One Megawatt Power with Central Cavity Receiver Building Information Modelling (BIM)
Implementation: Challenges for Quantity Surveyors Gender Equality in Access to the Profession
of Land Surveyor and Geodesist & Land Appraiser in Ukraine: National and Regional Assessment
Assessment of the Value of Land Tenure of Protected Shoreline Shelterbelts Russian
Construction Companies Financial Management Effect of Crumb Rubber on Properties of HighCalcium Fly Ash Geopolymer Mortar Evaluation of Stochastic and ANN Model for Karachi Stock
Exchange Prices Prediction Impacts of Leadership & Change Management on Employees’
Performance: Evidence from Pakistan Mineral Geochemical Studies & Determination of
Tectonomagmatic Environment of Triassic Basalt Rocks in Sartangeh Region in North Semnaan
of Iran Solution-based Model of Sharing of Knowledge Issues within E-Government Agencies
from Users Prospective within the Gulf Region Strategies of Knowledge Management Techniques
in Saudi Higher Education Institutions Lung Cancer Nodule Detection by Using Selective Search
Feature Extraction and Segmentation Approach of Deep Neural Network Determinants of the
Interior Design of Mock-Up Houses in Housing Projects With the Use of Modified Analytic
Hierarchy Process Financial Opportunities Management of Ensuring Enterprise Investment
Costs
Conspiracy Theories in Eastern Europe Anastasiya Astapova 2020-10-29 This collection of stateof-the-art essays explores conspiracy cultures in post-socialist Eastern Europe, ranging from the
nineteenth century to contemporary manifestations. Conspiracy theories about Freemasons,
Communists and Jews, about the Chernobyl disaster, and about George Soros and the globalist
elite have been particularly influential in Eastern Europe, but they have also been among the
most prominent worldwide. This volume explores such conspiracy theories in the context of local
Eastern European histories and discourses. The chapters identify four major factors that have
influenced cultures of conspiracy in Eastern Europe: nationalism (including ethnocentrism and
antisemitism), the socialist past, the transition period, and globalization. The research focuses on
the impact of imperial legacies, nation-building, and the Cold War in the creation of conspiracy
theories in Eastern Europe; the effects of the fall of the Iron Curtain and conspiracism in a new
democratic setting; and manifestations of viral conspiracy theories in contemporary Eastern
Europe and their worldwide circulation with the global rise of populism. Bringing together a
diverse landscape of Eastern European conspiracism that is a result of repeated exchange with
the "West," the book includes case studies that examine the history, legacy, and impact of
conspiracy cultures of Bulgaria, Estonia, Hungary, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Ukraine, the former Yugoslav countries, and the former Soviet Union. The book will appeal to
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scholars and students of conspiracy theories, as well as those in the areas of political science,
area studies, media studies, cultural studies, psychology, philosophy, and history, among others.
Politicians, educators, and journalists will find this book a useful resource in countering
disinformation in and about the region.
OECD Energy Investment Policy Review of Ukraine OECD 2021-12-15 This Review assesses
Ukraine’s investment climate vis-à-vis the country’s energy sector reforms and discusses
challenges and opportunities in this context. Capitalising on the OECD Policy Framework for
Investment and other relevant instruments and guidance, the Review takes a broad approach to
investment climate challenges facing Ukraine’s energy sector.
Ukraine Investment and Business Guide Volume 1 Strategic and Practical Information IBP USA
2013-08 Ukraine Investment and Business Guide - Strategic and Practical Information
Global Perspectives on Trade Integration and Economies in Transition Erokhin, Vasily
2016-06-16 In the era of globalization, foreign trade has an immense impact upon modern
economies. To succeed in the global marketplace, sustainable development in trade practices is
an imperative goal for countries to reach. Global Perspectives on Trade Integration and
Economies in Transition is an authoritative reference source for the latest research on the
dynamics of transitional economies and how certain obstacles can disrupt the effectiveness of
the transition process. Highlighting the value of trade incorporation at the national and
international levels, this book is ideally designed for researchers, professionals, government
officials, policy makers, and upper-level students interested in the intersection of globalization,
trade, and international economics.
OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Ukraine 2016 OECD 2016-09-27 This review, which was
prepared in close co-operation with the Ukrainian authorities, analyses Ukraine’s general
framework for investment, as well as recent reforms, and shows where further efforts are
necessary.
Beyond the Cold War of Words Sijbren de Jong 2015-04-20 This report is commissioned by
RNW, an international media organization based in The Netherlands that aims to promote free
speech and fundamental freedoms in countries where these are severely restricted. RNW
(co)creates content and online platforms where young people can form and express their
opinions about sensitive issues. This study zooms in on a select number of countries belonging to
the post-Soviet space that lie on the fault lines of overlapping spheres of influence between
Europe and Russia. Specifically, the report assesses the risks of the current one-sided media
services to Russian speaking minorities in Latvia, Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova. In doing so, the
study examines the extent to which RNW could make a meaningful contribution to a more
balanced information service, focusing on online and social media. Furthermore, the report
analyzes the opportunities for RNW to operate in these countries, and provides an inventory of
the kinds of (legal) barriers that exist that could hinder this aim.
Directory of Chemicals and Suppliers in Europe 2000
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